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It seems that  for a magnetic field in the primordial solar nebula to persist long enough in comparison 
with the nebular diffusion time scale, it must be continuously regenerated by some kind of dynamo cycle [I]. 
Thus,  the study of the generation and properties of magnetic fields in the solar nebula is most important 
for ascertaining their possible effects on the dynamical evolution of the nebula. The starting point of such 
study is to establish criteria for a viable nebular dynamo. The previous attempts to establish such criteria 
[1,2] were restricted to basically two very specific models of the solar nebula. In addition, these calculations 
were not accommodating the magnetic field generation process in a consistent fashion. For example, a 
turbulent dynamo was considered to operate in the quiescent, noniurbulent Hayashi model of the nebula 
[1,2]. When a turbulent, accretion disk model of the nebula was considered [I], the description of turbulence 
used to construct the model and that used to generate the magnetic field were not the same. The present 
calculations attempt to find magnetic field generation criteria for a nebula described in the framework of 
the steady, viscous, turbulent accretion disk model, often used to describe the stage in the evolution of the 
nebula when the rate of infall of collapsing interstellar material was balanced by the rate a t  which the nebula 
fed material into the protosun. This study uses the standard a model [3] to describe in a consistent way 
both the turbulent viscosity in the nebula and the turbulent dynamo operating in the nebular gas. We show 
which models of the solar nebula permit the regeneration of a magnetic field and which are characterized by 
conditions unreconcilable with a successful magnetic dynamo. 

We use a straightforward steady, turbulent, accretion disk model [4], in which the functional forms of 
turbulent viscosity a and opacity k are given a priori, and quantities such as disk half-thickness h ,  its density 
p,  surface density a,, and an equatorial temperature T can be algebraically found by solving an appropriate 
set of equations. All those quantities depend on the distance from the protosun, and on input parameters 
required to specify the model: the protosun mass M, accretion rate M,  and a .  By assuming that M = lMo, 
we can refer to the specific solar nebula model by specifying a point P = ( a ,  M) on the cr - h' diagram. 
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The ability of a turbulent dynamo to maintain a magnetic field in the nebula is measured by dimensionless 
dynamo number D, which characterizes the strength of regeneration mechanisms as compared to  total 
diffusion. In the first approximation, magnetic field can be maintained only in those parts of the nebula 
where D calculated locally exceeds a certain critical value. DCrit FZ 10 [5,6]. Thus, for a given radial location 
in the nebula we can plot a contour D = DcTit on the a - M diagram and all nebula models that are encircled 
inside the contour would permit the regeneration of a magnetic field, while those models outside the contour 
would not (see Fig 1). 

We assumed that the magnetic field is diffused by both resistive (qr) and turbulent ( r l t )  diffusivities. In 
extended parts of the nebula, away from the protosun, the dominant ionization source is cosmic rays and the 
decay of radioactive nuclei such as 40K and 26A1. In this study the degree of ionization, and subsequently q,, 
is obtained by balancing these nonthermal ionization sources with free electron losses due to recombination 
upon grains and reactions with positively ionized species [5,1]. Note that the two parts of Fig. 1 are very 
similar, pointing to cosmic rays as the major nonthermal ionization source. Additional ionization due to 
26A1 is only noticeable for models with large M and small cu corresponding to  high surface density, and at 
r = 3 A.U. where it permits a dynamo action for a very small range of models. Turbulent diffusivity is 
quantitatively described by the coefficient qturb = cuh2w, where w is angular velocity, and h is the nebula 
half-thickness. 

We have found that the first major obstacle to generating magnetic fields in the turbulent solar nebula 
by means of a turbulent dynamo comes from the turbulence itself. Only models with cu < 0.15 are potentially 
capable of regenerating a magnetic field somewhere in the nebula. The additional obstacle to dynamo field 
generation in the nebula is the low electrical conductivity of the nebular gas. Resulting resistive diffusivity 
further restricts nebula models capable of effective dynamo amplification. In contrast to  turbulent diffusion, 
which affects all regions of the nebula equally, resistive diffusion increases its magnitude for the parts of the 
nebula progressively closer to  the center. As a result, there are no nebula models in which a dynamo can 
maintain a magnetic field in the parts of the nebula closer then 3 A.U. from the protosun. There is a very 
small set of models that can support a dynamo operating at 3 A.U., this set increases substantially for nebular 
regions located farther from the center. Figure 1 can be used to see whether a particular nebula model is able 
to support a dynamo cycle a t  a particular nebula location. If the magnetization of primitive meteorites can 
be considered as the indication of magnetic field existence in the solar nebula, then the location to  examine 
is somewhere between 2 A.U. and 4 A.U, because these meteorites are believed to  originate (and were formed 
?) in the asteroid belt. According to our calculations (see Fig. 1) nebula models with 0.02 < a < 0.1 and 
0.03 < M < 0.1 are capable of having a dynamo-generated magnetic field at the asteroid belt. Such a range 
of (Y and M yields a nebula with a mass 0.03 to 0.14 Mg, a lifetime of the order of lo7 years, and a midplane 
temperature about 160 K a t  3 A.U. 

Since processes leading to the establishment of an equilibrium between various ionized and neutral 
species in the nebular gas are not fully understood, it is important to demonstrate how sensitive are our 
criteria for the dynamo regeneration region on the magnitude of qr. We have found that the domain of 
nebula models that permits magnetic field regeneration is quite sensitive to the value of qr, especially at 
distances closer to  the protosun. If we increase resistive diffusion by only a factor of 2, there are no nebula 
models on our cu - M diagram that can support magnetic field regeneration at distances closer then 5 A.U. 
from the center. In addition, domains of nebula models permitting field regeneration a t  all radii shrink when 
qr is increased. If we decrease resistive diffusivity by a factor of 2, domains of nebula models permitting 
magnetic field regeneration a t  all radii expand. However, there are still no nebula models that can support 
magnetic field regeneration a t  distances closer than 3 A.U. from the center. 
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